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Sociocultural take on GAD
1. Introduction
Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is a concerning problem for people in their
everyday life. Jacob Priest, a professor of family couples therapy claims that GAD affects
“approximately 3.1% of the US population each year”(Priest 1) and is increasing exponentially.
Harvard medical school, an institution for medical teachings, explains that GAD is defined as an
anxiety that is “chiefly debilitating by worry and agitation about nothing in particular” ( Harvard
Medical Journal 2). Making GAD draining and exhausting. J Prenoveau professor in
psychometrics has driven further development of the claim that GAD can lead to other disorders
like “major depressive disorder and panic disorder” (Prenoveau 1). GAD is an epidemic that
affects millions of people today. This literature review analyzes GAD. It questions this
concerning problem by considering the sociocultural causes and potential solutions. A careful
evaluation of the research on the sociocultural aspect of this issue highlights the importance of
discrimination causing GAD, trauma presenting GAD symptoms, and mindfulness based
therapies.
2. Discrimination causing GAD
The first section provides a general discussion of discrimination leading to GAD. Myra
Parker, a professor of psychiatric sciences, presents the claim that biased related victimization
causes GAD. Biased related victimization is discrimination based on “inherent traits”(Parker 1).
The literature presents the statistic that cultures with the “highest” (Parker 1) amount of
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victimization have “2.79 times the risk of reporting symptoms of GAD ” (Parker 1). Similar to
biased related victimization causing GAD, this review will next consider how discrimination of
immigrants has caused GAD. Budhwani, PhD in sociology, presents that the rate of prevalence
for GAD is more prominent in “foreign-born people ” (Budhwani 1) than in “natives to a certain
country” (Budhwani 1). The way immigrants and foriegn born people are treated has the
“immigrant paradox”(1). This paradox explains the rate of prevalence of mental health problems
in foreign born people. Previous studies have emphasized that GAD symptoms were shown by
“6,250” immigrants on a “national database”(Budhwani 1). Building on the idea that
discrimination causes GAD this section illustrates that discrimination in colleges against Muslim
Americans causes GAD. Sarah Lowe Professor at Yale in clinical psychology, suggested that
“discrimination is associated with an increased risk of mental health problems”(Lowe 1), this
should be taken into more consideration due to their expertise. A p revious study has shown the
“70.4% who identified as muslim” ( Lowe 1) in college, a “quarter have shown moderate or
severe anxiety” (Lowe 2). In addition to discrimination in college causing GAD an important key
issue that also needs to be estbalished is how targeted discrimination has caused GAD. Hashim
Taha, a PhD psychiatry at Duhok University, gave context that in 2014 the Islamic states took a
“deliberate campaign against Yazidi women ”(Taha 1). The literature has proven that the women
they kept captive showed “significantly higher prevalence of mental distress”( Taha 1). The
literature suggests that the discrimination is what caused GAD. In short, the literature pertaining
to discrimination causing GAD strongly suggests that discrimination is a key issue for GAD
causes.
3. Trauma leading to GAD symptoms
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This section provides a general discussion of trauma leading to GAD. G Bandoli, PhD in
pediatric medicine, has research that develops the claim that individuals who are exposed to
which should be considered more “childhood trauma are more prone”(Bandoli 1) to mental
disorders. Childhood trauma is an event children go through that affects their psychological
health. Through research Bandoli presents the study that a group of people who suffered from
childhood trauma have had GAD. People with childhood trauma reached a “3+ stress level”(
Bandoli 1), this is “significantly greater than people with no maltreatment”(Bandoli 1). In
addition to Bandoli’s perspective Jacob Priest shares a similar perspective. Priest discusses that it
is proven that “family abuse/violence”(Priest 1) is “directly linked” (Priest 1) to GAD. In short
Priests claim explains that if a child is brought up in a broken household they hold a higher
chance of developing GAD. Priest builds on his research with another perspective that GAD is
also expressed with “presence of a poor functioning relationship ”(Priest 1). Due to toxic
relationships there have been more people meeting the “criteria for GAD ”(Priest 1). Due toxic
relationships has been shown by a “2.54% ”(Priest 2) increase of GAD, than people in healthy
relationships. However another angle on this debate is that women who suffered through the
Isreali campaign have had GAD. Taha has provided context that “many women were formerly
enslaved”(Taha 1). In the data it shows that only “60%”(Taha 5) suffered from severe GAD from
the whole group, “52%”(Taha 5) suffered from severe GAD. Another similar perspective was
from research performed by Avi Besser PhD in social psychology showed the mental health
impacts of Isaeli’s exposed to war. The literature concluded that the “negative impact of
exposure to mass trauma”(Besser 2) has caused GAD. From the study it showed “81%”(Besser
2) of the women who were captive are suffering from some sort of anxiety. Besser describes that
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“the trauma has undermined their sense of control”(3). From the literature it is clear that trauma
can lead to GAD.
4. Cognitive and mindfulness based therapies
The literature review shows that GAD should be thought about but through much
research solutions have been found. Ann Nguyen, PhD in social work, claims that “church
relationships are stress coping resources ”(Nguyen 1). This is supported by Nguyen's claim that
people with psychiatric problems look to “social relationships ”(Nguyen 3) to protect them from
“numerous disorders ”(Nguyen 3). Nguyen explains that “church support offsets the negative
impacts of disorders ”(Nguyen 3). The literature suggests that “church may be an effective
stress-coping resource”(3). However other literature shows that church is not the best solution, it
suggests that maybe a form of therapy might be better. Doris Chang, Professor of psychotherapy
presents a form of cognitive based therapy called “Chinese Taoist Cognitive Therapy (CTBCP)
”(Chang 1). Chang describes CTBCP as an “intervention”(Chang 2). Like cognitive therapy it
tricks the mind into thinking “rationally ”(Chang 3). Unlike cognitive therapy it focuses more on
“Chinese culture and views”(Chang 3). CTBCP will helps “control our thoughts” (Chang 3). The
result is a sense of “functional harmony”(Chang 4). Similarly to Chang’s perspective, Fereshte
Momeni, a PhD in psychiatric medicine, believes that cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) may be
a more considerable option. Momeni’s study has addressed the “effectiveness of CBT” and the
betterment of“child-parent relationship”(Momeni 2). The test shows the “quality of
life”(Momeni 3) statistics increased. The study also proved that “parent-child relations
increased”(Momeni 3). Momeni then describes a different perspective that “Mindfulness based
cognitive therapy (MBCT) ”(Momeni 2) might provide a simpler and less demanding solution.
MBCT is similar to CBT where it is a form of healthy coping, but MBCT focuses more on mind
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tricking to cope with the stress. In Momeni’s study he provides that in pre-test the life quality
with GAD is at “75.86 standard deviation”(Momeni 4). After using MBCT the quality of life
statistic increased to “101.26”(Momeni 4). The research highlights that there are other options
rather than seeking medicine or procedures
5.Conclusion
A review of the literature has made it very clear that GAD is an epidemic that is slowly
taking over the lives of the people. There is a clear division in the research regarding what is the
main cause whether it be trauma or discrimination but it is clear that solutions must be enacted.
Church and religion offers a solution for coping. CTCBT is also a considerable solution that
promises a feeling of zen and control. Although more studies must be done to grasp the lasting
effects of CTBT, it may be a solution that does not come in the form of medicine.
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